11-Amp Reciprocating Saw
CR13VST

- **Variable Speed Control Dial**: Adjustable to match the material being cut as well as extend the life of the blade
- **Orbital Action** for faster cuts
- **Bevel Gear Drive System**: Rear internal bearing increases the durability and decreases the size of the saw
- **Tool-Less Base Adjustment** helps with cutting efficiency
- **Tool-Less Blade Changes** for faster blade changes
- **Pivoting Rafter Hook** for convenience

**Specifications**

- **Amps**: 11
- **No-Load Speed**: 0-2,800 SPM
- **Stroke Length**: 1-1/8”
- **Shoe Adjustment**: Tool-less
- **Blade Change**: Tool-less
- **Weight (w/o hook)**: 7.9 lbs

**Accessories Included**

- All Purpose Blade
- Carrying Case